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• I. Highlights

A. New publications since May 1991
Funding for our next three years officiallybegan in May of 1991. Since

then we have four publicationsaccepted or in press. Four other papers have
been submitted. Two of the four papers challenge conventional beliefs with
new alternative hypotheses based on the models we have developed. These
new publicationsare listedbelow, along with brief summaries. Submitted
manuscripts are listed in the Appendix, along with five other recent publications
funded by our prior DOE support.

1. Grant, B. W. and W. P. Porter. 1991. Modeling global macroclimatic
constraintson ectotherm energy budgets. PhysiologicalZoology (in
press). We use a mechanistic individual-basedmodel incorporating
macroclimatic and organismalproperties to predict annual energy
budgets and reproductivepotentialof the lizard Sceloporus undulatus.
Predictionsare in close agreement with resultsfrom previousfield
studies. This suggeststhat temperature, rather than food limitation,is the
primary factor controllingpotentialpopulationgrowth and reproductionin
this species.

2. Carrel-Winkler, N., B. Pinshow,W. P. Porter and J. Jaeger. 1991. Water
and energy limitations on flight durationin small migratingbirds. The
Auk (accepted). We examinedthe physiologicallimitationsto flight
duration in small migratingbirds, usinga computer simulationmodel
incorporatingtemperature, altitude, humidityand physiologicalstatus of
the birds. Contrary to accepted dogma, water, not energy, appears to
limit flight duration, particularlyin hot, dry environments.

3. Garland, T., Jr., and S. C. Adolph. 1991. Physiologicaldifferentiationof
vertebrate populations. Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics 22:
193-228. We reviewed the literatureon geographical variation (within
species of vertebrates) in physiologicaltraits. Althoughmany studies
report geographic differentiation,few have tested whether this
differentiation is genetic or environmental. Thus, current data do not
allow us to determine whether genetically based physiological
adaptation is common or rare in vertebrates.

4. Reynolds, P. S. White bloodcell profilesas a means of evaluating
transmitter-implant surgery in small mammals. Journal of Mammalogy (in
press). Surgically implantedradiotransmittersare sometimes used to
obtain bodytemperatures of endotherms. However, surgery can lead to
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' fever• This study showed that white blood cell counts can be used to
detect infections that could affect body temperature measurements.

B. Changes in personnel and research directions.

Since we submittedour proposal last year, we have had some changes
in personnel and research projects. New projects involvephysiological models
of temperature and lizard life histories(S. C. Adolph) and how habitat
fragmentation and climate change interact to affect reptile populations(C.
Curtin). Our project developing microclimateand physiologicallybased
behavioral optimizationmodels is delayed while Adria Cannon is on maternity
leave.

II. Major aims of our lab

A. To develop and field-test general mechanisticmodels that predict
animal life history characteristics(e.g., survival,age at first reproduction,and
growth rate) as influencedby climate and the physical,physiologicaland
behavioral characteristicsof species. This involvesseveral steps: (1)
understandinghow animal time and energy budgetsare affected by climate and
animal properties;(2) predictinggrowth and reproductivepotential from time
and energy budgets;(3) predictingmortalitybased on climate and time and
energy budgets; and (4) linkingthese individualbased models to population
dynamics.

B. To conduct empiricalstudies of animal physiologicalecology,
particularly the effects of temperatureon time and energy budgets. The
physiological ecology of individualanimals is the key link between the physical
environment and population-levelphenomena. (A and B are closely
interrelated: field and laboratorydata suggestchanges in the models, and the
models in turn suggest new directionsfor field and lab research.)

C. To make our models available to inexperienced users for basic and
applied purposes. To this end, we have made substantialprogressdeveloping
a user-friendlyinterface (using MicrosoftWindows) that allows users to explore
the interactions between an animal and its physicalenvironment. A user can
select an ectotherm, endotherm,or an inanimateobject (e.g., a rock used as a
shelter), specify its physicalenvironment(e.g., air temperature, wind speed),
and perform heat and mass balance calculationsto determine body
temperature, metabolism, and other physiologicalfunctions. This analysis can
be performed in several differentways: (1) for a single combinationof
environmental variables; (2) for a range of values for two different
environmental variables, to obtain a sensitivityanalysis, and (3) for an entire
year, using microclimate informationproducedas output from our microclimate
model. In addition, our solar radiationand microclimatemodels are now being
beta-tested by physiologicalecologistsat Idaho State University, the University
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, of Idaho, and New Mexico State University• These programs run on both IBM
compatibles and Apple Macintosh machines.

III. Major strengths of our lab

Each person in our lab learns specifictechnical skills and conceptual
approaches. These include:collectingmicroclimatedata in the field; studying
whole-organism physiologyin the laboratory (e.g., metabolic rate); using
computer models that relate microclimatesto animal physiologyand behavior;
and how to combine the above skillsto set up and analyze a particular research
problem. By applyingthese tools, each person in our lab is then able to
conduct research on:

1. how environmentsaffect organisms,by applying first principlesfrom
meteorology and heat transfer physics.

2. how macroclimate affects the microclimateswhere organisms live.

3. how microclimatesaffect the physiologyand behavior of individual
organisms.

4. how physiologyand behavior of individualsaffect their growth,
reproduction, and probabilityof surviving,which in turn determine population-
level phenomena such as populationsize and geographic range.

The strengthsof our lab are ideally suitedto predict how climate change
would affect animal populations. Althoughour empirical research is focused on
mammals, birds, and reptiles, our modeling approach could readily be applied
to other kinds of animals.

We have several research projects proceeding in parallel to address
these questionsfor both ectothermsand endotherms inthe field. Dr. Porter's

part addresses the macroclimate to microclimate linkage on a broad spatial
scale. Dr. Adolph's part addresses the linksbetween individualsand
populationdynamics for lizardspecies. Ms. Reynold'swork is a test of the
endotherm energetics and behavior model usingbeaver, lt will also be a test of
the wet fur model that is nearingcompletion(underNSF support). Mr. Stein's
work addresses the spatial variationin climate and its effects on individual
energetics, growth and reproduction. Mr. Curtin's work addresses patchiness in
the environment and constraintsthey may impose on individualenergetics,
growth and reproduction. These projects are described individually in the
following section.
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iV. Specific lab projects

A. A continental model for climate effects on growth and reproduction of
selected ectotherms and endotherms. Warren Porter

Specific aims.

1. Implement the microclimateand animal models on a new Hewlett-
Packard Apollo720 workstation.

2. Transfer the databases (climate and geographic data) needed to drive
the models to the new workstation.

3. Develop the computercode to run annual simulationsfor each of 250
sites on the North American continentfor periodsof upto 100 years.

4. Set up the input data formatto be compatiblewith global clilnate
simulationoutputs from Dr. Kutzbach'sClimate Change Research Center.

5. Perform initialcalculationsfor (a) a lizard species with a broad
geographic range (e.g., Sceloporus undulatus ) and (b) the deer mouse,
Peromyscus maniculatus, which has a continentaldistribution.We will compare
their actual geographic distributionswith computed feasible distributions.

Background and significance. Continentalscale modelingof climate variation
effects on animal populationdynamicsnow appears feasible and reliable. We
have recently completed two analyses that give us confidence in this approach.
First, we have demonstrated the ability to accurately calculate reproductive
potential across the distributional limits of a lizard species (Grant and Porter,
1991). Second, we have shown that correlations between survivorship and
reproductive output in lizards can be explained on the basis of climate variation
and lizard physical, physiological and behavioral properties, across wide
variations in latitude and altitude (Adolph and Porter, 1991). These life history
variables are traditionally used in population dynamics models. Establishing
mechanistic links between climate variation and life history variables is a critical
step in coupling macroclimate variation to population dynamics.

Progress Report. This is an entirely new direction. The workstation was
ordered as soon as we received our funding in May, 1991. Available databases
have been identified and placed on a borrowed SUN workstation. Further
progress awaits delivery and installation of the new Hewlett-Packard 720
workstation.

The macroclimate-to-microclimate links have been tested at several
different spatial and temporal scales (hundreds of meters over periods of up to
ten years; hundreds of kilometers over more than a decade). We are beginning
to extend the temporal and spatial scales to the North American continent for a
span of 100 or more years. The workstation needed for this was ordered in
May, but has not yet arrived. Nonetheless, the detabases needed for the
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. simulations, i.e. plant distributions,topography, geology, precipitation and air
temperature, have been assembled on another workstationfor easy transfer
once our machine arrives. Collaborationwith Dr. John Kutzbach's Climate
Change research group in Meteorology has been very helpful.

Links between microclimateand animal populationdynamics are being
tested through collaborationswith several populationbiologists,Drs. Art
Dunham and Karen Overall (Universityof Pennsylvania) and Dr. Byron Wilson
(U.C. San Diego). Dunham and Overall have up to 17 years of demographic
data on several populationsof the lizard Sceloporus merriami in Big Bend
National Park, Texas. Preliminarytests lookvery promisingfor predicting
reproductionin differentyears. Dr. Wilson studiedmortality in 7 populationsof
the lizard Uta stansburiana on the west coast. We are currentlytrying to
determine whether these mortality rates are correlated with temperature and
lizard activity (see Adolph'sresearch report). In each case, we would like to
know whether food availabilityor temperature (or a combinationof both) is the
best predictorof observeddata. So far, climateseems to be the betterpredictor.

Finally, our collaborationwith Dr. Warren Stewart in Chemical
Engineering (funded by NSF) is yieldingan excellent model of heat and water
transport through fur. Theoretical predictionsnow agree very well with
laboratory data. This is the last of the major individualmodels needed to
simulate any kind of animal in any physicalenvironment. The approach we
used -- modelingfur as a porous medium -- couldalso be used to model heat
transfer through bird feathers, and to model microclimateswithin grassland
habitats.

Experirnental Design and Methods. The mostpromisingpart of ali this isthat
the approaches used in the more localized statewide or multi-state simulations
(Grant and Porter; Adolph and Porter, ibid)are exactlythe same as those we
will use in developing a continentalsimulation. Namely, geological,
topographic, and climate informationfrom specificsites is used to reconstruct
available microclimatesthrough time. Microclimatemodel output drives the
ectotherm model to compute discretionary mass and energy, which is converted
to growth or egg productionon a daily basis. The continentalsimulation will
simply repeat this approach,but with 250 sites instead of a dozen or so. We will
also be using a stochasticinterface on the 'frontend' of the microclimatemodel
to compute percent available habitat throughtime to better estimate food
consumption (Grant and Porter, ibid). We knowfood consumption is
approximately a linear function of percent available habitat (a measure of
microclimate availability)in at least one species of lizard (Grant and Porter,
ibid), lt seems reasonab=eto use that assumptionas a starting point for broader
scale simulations.
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'B. Temperature and Lizard Life Histories: Physiologically Based Models.
Stephen C. Adolph, PostdoctoralResearch Associate

Specific Aims. The broad goal of this research is to understandhow
temperature affects lizard lifehistories. We willdevelop and analyze
mathematical models based on the temperature sensitivityof the physiological
traits that underly life histories(e.g., metabolismand growth). Specific aims
include predicting(1) the effects of temperatureon energy budgets, and
consequentlyon reproductivepotential;(2) the effects of temperature on
mortality; (3) how lifehistorytraits will covaryphenotyDicallyamong different
thermal environments;and (4) how life historiesshouldevolve in different
thermal environments.

Background and Significance. The extensive literatureon life historytheory
presents a "top-down"approach:most models seek to predict the optimal
reproductive strategy for a populationexperiencinga particular mortality
schedule. Very few models have addressed life history features from the
"bottom up" -- focusingon the physiologicaltraits that underlie life histories.
Top-down theories treat organismsas black boxes, whose responses to
different environmentsare either unknowableor hypothetical. In contrast,
bottom-up models are firmly founded on the known physiologyof the organism:
how growth rates respondto temperature and food availability, for example.
Bottom-up models will help fill a large gap in our understandingof life histories:
how they are expressed in differentenvironments,and under changing
conditions. In particular, these models will providea tool for understanding how
climate change (e.g., globalwarming) will affect life histories.

Lizard life historiesare likelyto be stronglyinfluenced by temperature,
both proximatelyand evolutionarUy.However, few studies (empirical or
theoretical) have examined this influence. This gap in our knowledge is
peculiar, because temperature has long been recognizedas a central factor in
lizard ecology. Temperature affects lizard lifehistoryfeatures in two general
ways (Fig. 1). First,bodytemperature determinesrates of physiological
processes that govern the energy budget, includingthe energy that can be
allocated towards reproduction. Second, environmentaltemperature limits the
time a lizard can be active, both dailyand seasonally. Activitytimes determine
rates of energy acquisitionand expenditure, and thereby ultimately limit the
amount of energy that can be investedin reproduction.Activitytimes also affect
survivorship, unless mortalityrisk is equal for active and inactive lizards.

Our models will link temperature and lizard life historiesvia thermal
physiology. We foresee several important outcomes:(1) by linkingthermal
physiologyand life histories,the model will unite two major areas of research
on lizards; (2) the model will providean alternativeframework for interpreting
patterns of life history variation,focusing on the role of environmentally induced



variation; (3) physiologically realistic, individually based models will help
address the complex problemsof how life historiesare expressed in different
environments, how evolutionmightalter this pattern, and whether natural
populationsdiffer geneticallyin their responsesto proximateeffects.

Progress Report. We have analyzed a general mathematical model of the
effect of the thermal environmenton two lizard life historyfeatures, annual
fecundityand annual adult survivorship.The model assumes that lizard activity
is constrainedby the thermal environment,so that daily activitytimes are short
in springand fall, long in summer. This annual activitypattern can be portrayed
graphicallyas an ellipse,which is large for a warm environmentand small for a
cool environment (Fig. 2).

To examine the effect of activity time on life historyfeatures, we made
simple assumptions about how daily activitytime influences mortality riskand
energy acquisition:(1) lizardshave a constant riskof mortalityduring activity
that is greater than their riskwhile inactive; (2) energy gain per day increases
with hoursof activity, but notnecessarilyproportionately;and (3) a constant
fractionof this energy is allocatedto reproductionthroughoutthe active season.
These assumptions are reasonableand are readilytestable.

Given these assumptions,life historieswill vary among populations in
different thermal environments. Populationsin warm environmentswill have
higher annual fecundity, and lowerannual survivorship,than populations in
cooler environments (Fig. 3). This pattern is purelyphenotypic, representing the
direct effects of temperature on individuallizards. Coincidentally,models of the
evolution of life historiespredictthe same associationbetween traits--a
negative correlation between fecundity and survivorship--butfor entirely
different reasons. Thus, the proximateeffectsof temperature providean
alternative to evolutionary explanations. This resultcautionsagainst
interpretingobserved lizard lifehistory pattems as adaptive, since they may not
even represent genetic differencesamong populations.

Our model predictsthat annual fecundity shouldvary positively, and
annual survivorshipnegatively,with total annual activitytime. We tested this
predictionwith life history data (gathered from the literature)on 11 populations
of the widespread lizard Sceloporus undu/atus. To calculate potential activity
seasons for each populationwe used localclimatedata for the years of each
field study. Climate data, coupledwith lizard thermal propertiesand study site
latitude and elevation, were used to solve heat balance equations on a
microcomputer. These programscalculated the microclimatesavailable to
lizards at each site throughoutthe year, and determinedthe times (daily and
seasonally) that lizards could be active at their preferred body temperature.

Populations with longeractivityseasons had lower survivorship(Fig. 4a),
supportingthe predictionsof ourmodel for mortality. Results for fecundity were
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less definitive: annual fecundity (Fig. 4b) and annual egg mass (Fig. 4c) were
positivelycorrelated with activityseason length,but the latter relationshipwas
not statisticallysignificant. Thus, activityseason is a strongpredictorof annual
mortality, but a weaker predictorof annual reproductiveoutput, in these
populationsof Sceloporus undulatus. These findings imply that temperature
directly influencesthe life historyphenotypesof this species, particularlytheir
mortality.

Our theoretical resultsand empiricalresultssuggest a simple prediction
about how Sceloporus life historieswould respond phenotypicallyto climate
change. An increase in temperaturewould probably increase mortalityand
annual reproduction,providedthat (1) activity time increasesand (2) other
parameters (e.g., hourly mortality risk, food availability) remain unchanged.
Increases in both reproductiveoutput and mortality wouldtend to compensate
for one another.

These model resultsare includedina manuscriptto be submitted to The
American Naturalist. We willpresent this research at the 1991 meetings of the
American Society of Zoologists,and will presentcurrentand future results in a
symposiumat the 1992 meeting of the EcologicalSociety of America.

Experirnental Design and Methods. We will be working on several modeling
projectsduring the next year of support. Each of these projectswill involvea
combinationof mathematical analysisand computer modeling, and will be
based on data from our prior research and from the literature. Where data are
not available, we will use physiologicallyrealisticmodels.

1. Effect of temperature on lizard_igesti0n.energeti(tsand growth. Gut
function (e.g., digestive efficiency,food passage time) is temperature
dependent. Because lizard body temperaturesfluctuate daily, temperature-
limiteddigestioncould be an important energeticbottleneck. We will use the
chemical reactor approach to digestiondeveloped by Penry and Jumars (1987,
Am. Nat. 129:69-96). With this approach,the effectsof temperaturecan easily
be integrated. Our model will address several issues, including (a) how
temperature and food availability interactto affect whole-animal energetics; (b)
whether gut allometry and function can explain observed lizard growth patterns,
such as size- and temperature-dependence; and (c) implicationsfor foraging
and therrnoregulatorystrategies. We foresee a strong interactionbetween
temperature and food availability:temperature increase is likelyto be beneficial
if food is abundant, but detrimental if food is limited. This predictionwill be
tested in our model.

2. Effect of temoerature andactivityon survivorshiointhe lizard Uta
stansburian_]. We have begun a projectwith Dr. Byron Wilson (Dept. of
Biology,UC San Diego), who has measured survivorshipin 7 populations of the
lizard Uta stansburiana. These populationsrange from southernCalifornia to
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eastern Washington, and hence live in different thermal environments. We will
determine whether activitytime is correlatedwith mortalityamong these
populations,as we have done for Sceloporus undulatus (see Progress Report
above). Preliminary analysissuggeststhat temperature increases actually
decreas_ mortality in Uta; in contrastto the increasewe observed for
Sceloporus. Thus, there may be no simple relationshipbetween temperature
and mortality, even for closelyrelated lizards such as Uta and $celoporus. This
apparently contradictoryresu._may be resolvedby consideringthe effect of
temperature on activitytime; we will explore this issue further.

3. Lizard rQproduc_i0nin a _easqn_,l_nvironm_nt. Temperature limits
annual growth rates, and consequentlywill affect life history features. We will
model lizard growth in differentthermal environments,to determine how
temperature affects age and size at maturity. Given environmental effects on
growth,we will then explore optimalreproductivestrategies for different growing
seasons. We will also examine the life-historyconsequences of food limitation,
from both a proximateand an evolutionarystandpoint. Our results will be
compared to data on the lizard Sceloporus undulatus, whose life history is well-
studied.

4. Individuallybased model of lizard life histories.The aim of this model
is to determine the joint effects of temperature, food availability,and individual
variation on the distributionof life history traits in a lizard population. We will
model growth and reproductionusing physiologicalsubmodels, including those
described above. The populationwill be heterogeneous: individualswill vary in
their egg hatchingdates, growth rates, etc. The modelwill keep track of
individualsas they grow, mature, reproduceand die. We will explore how
populationsize and age structureare affected by changes in thermal
environmentsand resourceabundance. Size and age structure are important
determinants of populationdynamics, because reproductionis size- and age-
dependent. Size and age structurealso affect the evolutionof life historiesin a
population. The model will focus on the lizards Sceloporus occidentalis and
Sceloporus graciosus, for which we have extensivedata on egg incubation,
growth rates, fecundity, and the like. These lizards live in a variety of different
thermal environments, so they are ideal for developingthis model.
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I Environmental temperature I

I B°dy temperaturel [Daily, seasonal activity time I

Physiological rates Rate of energy acquisition i Exposure to predators Idigestion through foraging

assimilation Energy expenditure
metabolism throughactivity

\ /
GrowthTime to maturity
Body size
Energy available for reproduction

Figure 1. Mechanistic links between environmental temperatures and lizard life history features.
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. C. A field Investigation of microclimate constraints on time-energy budgets
of beaver (Castor canadensis) in north-central Wisconsin. P. S.
Reynolds, graduate research assistant

Specific Aims. The objective of this research is to determine the relative
importance of microclimate parameters to time and energy budgets of beaver
(Castor canadensis). Beaver spend a significant proportion of their activity time
foraging; because this species is semi-aquatic, I predict that total foraging time
is limited by how well individuals thermoregulate in water on both a daily and a
seasonal basis. The interactive effects of microclimate variation and
physiological response are ignored in many current models of animal foraging.
In contrast, I predict that foraging patterns are influenced at least as much by
microclimates as by the availability of food resources.

Major goals include:

1. predicting foraging patterns of beaver, a representative large
generalized herbivore, in response to interactive effects of microclimate
variation and resource abundance;

2. determining thermoregulatory patterns of free-ranging beaver over a
period of one year. These data will clarify the possible role of body temperature
depression and torpor as a means of reducing energy expenditures during
periods of resource limitation;

3. determining thermal properties of beaver retreat sites. Rest-site
selection is a critical determinant of maintenance energy costs.

4. statistical modeling of temporal variability in behavioral and
physiological responses of individuals. The description and analysis of such
time-series data requires the use of statistical techniques generally overlooked
by ecologists. I show how existing time-series models may be applied to field
measurements of body temperature data strings.

Background and significance. Although over-exploitation resulted in the near-
extinction of beaver in the late 19th century, beaver populations have recovered
much of their former geographic range and abundance, and beaver are now
officially classified as a nuisance species in northern Wisconsin. However, the
accelerating loss of wetlands once again threatens beaver, as well as other
species dependent on this habitat. Understanding the interactions between
microclimate and energy budgets at the individual level is critical for predicting
how the key parameters of population change (individual survival, growth, and
reproduction) will vary in response to changing environments. Further, it may
be expected that microclimate variability, occurring on both a spatial and a
temporal scale, will affect both the behavior and the physiology of an individual
(Fig.5). The effects of temperature on various physiological traits of ectotherms
are well-documented, but are less well-known for mammals in field situations.
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To this end, most of my researchhas centered on environment-organism
interactions. Specifically, I examine the role of environmentalvariability
occurringover different time scales (daily and seasonally)on selected
performance criteria for individualbeaver, includingtheir use of time and space
(behavior) and their thermoregulatorypatterns (physiology).

Two hypotheses about beaver thermoregulationmay be tested in a field
situation. One aspect involvesthe potentialeffect of physiologicalconstraint on
short-term foraging decisionsof an individual. I examine the hypothesis that (i)
total foraging time and (ii) durationof foraging bouts of beaver may be limitedby
body temperature depressionand hypothermia in response to acute cold
challenge. This is based on the assumptionthat heat lossto water is a major
energetic constraint for many aquatic mammals, and the observation that in
some semi-aquatic species (e.g., mink and muskrat), foraging time is
constrained by the decrease in body temperature that occurs when the animal
is immersed in cold water. Over a longertime scale, I examine the effects of
seasonal microclimatevariation on thermoregulatorypattems over the yearly
cycle; circumstantial evidence of other workers suggestsbeaver may reduce
energetic expenditure in winter by metabolic depression and torpor.
Alternatively,behavioral mechanisms, such as reductionof activity time and
increasingtime spent inthe retreat, may serve to reduceenergy costs,
independentlyof thermoregulatoryadjustment. If time spent in the retreat is of
major importance, then rest site selection, competitionbetween individuals for
limitedsites, and the tradeoffs inherent in retreatsite selection (proximityto
food, protection from predators,and thermal suitability)will impact foraging
patterns to a greater extent than physiologicaladjustments.

Progress report

Statistical analvsis of autocorrelatedbodv temDeratur_)data,. I have developed
a statisticalprotocol for describingand analyzing bodytemperature profiles
characterized by high correlationbetween observations. When correlation
between observations in a body temperature series is ignored, the estimated
standard errors will be biased downwards, thus givingfalse estimates of
thermoregulatory precision. Subsequent statisticaltests utilizingthese biased
standard error estimates will be invalid. However, autocorrelationcan be
accounted for by fittingan ordinaryleast-squaresregressionmodel to a body
temperature data string,while simultaneouslymodellingthe error term as a low-
order Box-Jenkins time series process. In the simplestcase, time is
represented as an independentvariable consistingof a vector of discrete,
sequential time periods. A lineartransfer term is incorporatedfor describing
and analyzing "plateau" temperature patterns characterized by a distinct shift
between resting and active body temperatures; in this case, time is represented
by a dummy variable string with the values 0 and 1. This method permits
quantitative estimates of both the body temperature shift (difference between



, resting and active body temperatures) and the time constant (the time to
achieve 63.2% of the new equilibrium). I have applied this method to body
temperature patternsof beaver (Fig. 6); these resultsare included in a
manuscriptsubmittedto Ecology.

Thermoregulation in beaver. The assumptionthat semi-aquaticmammals are
inefficientthermoregulatorsdoes notappear to hold for beaver. I found no
evidence of hypothermia or torpor; beaver resting body temperatures did not
vary with season, and active temperatures did not rapidlydecline to a threshold
low (as observed for muskrat). Bodytemperatures varied by approximately 1.5°
C between active and restingperiods;the time constantwas relatively long
(approximately45-60 min). Beaver appear to depend on behavioral, rather
than physiological,adjustmentsto minimizeenergy costs. Beaver showed
major shifts inthe proportionof time spentout of the retreatsite (burrowor
lodge; Fig. 7). The type of retreatsite available affected maintenancecosts of
individuals,because lodges are more thermallystable than burrows. Limited
field data suggested that colonymembers frequently competed for access to the
main lodge during freeze-up, but that competitionwas not importantduring ice-
free periods.

I have also exp!ored the thermal implicationsof size and shape in beaver
and other aquatic and semi-aquaticmammals, lt has been argued that
enlarged propulsiveappendages (tails and flippers) of aquatic and semi-
aquatic mammals result in larger surface area-to-volume ratios (compared to
terrestrial mammals), which leads to greater heat loss and hence thermal
inefficiency. To test this hypothesis,I collecteddata from the literatureand from
20 individualbeaver, and found that aquatic mammals do not have significantly
greater surface area relativeto terrestrialmammals. In fact, beaver have
significantlylower surface areas than predictedfor terrestrialmammals of their
size (Fig.8).

Experimental Design and Methods. I studiedbeaver at Sandhill Wildlife
DemonstrationUnit, Wood Co., WI, courtesyof the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources. Beaver were live-trappedand surgically implanted with
temperature-sensitive radiotransmitters(Model $4, Telonics, Mesa, AZ). Body
temperatures were recorded at 10 min intervalsfor 24 h once a month; rest site
locationsand correspondingbody temperatureswere determined weekly. I
measured standard microclimatevariables (wind speed, air temperature, water
temperature, soil temperature, and insolation)concurrently.To determine
empiricallythe thermal consequencesof retreat site selection, I made additional
microclirnatemeasurements for two categories of retreat site (lodge and burrow)
in two microclimatecategories (full sun and shade). Morphometricdata are
obtained from carcasses obtainedfrom trappers.
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, The large body size and home ranges of beaver make manipulative work
difficult in a field situation. Consequently, I relyon model-generated
expectations of beaver time and energy allocationto compare with empirical
data. Currently, I am workingon three modelingprojects,which will test
different componentsof beaver allocation strategies.

1. An insulation-basedmodel of thermoregulation,developed by Porter
and McClure, quantifiesthe effect of microclimateon individualshort-term
performance (foragingtime, habitat use), as mediated through selected
physiologicaland morphologicaltraits of the individualorganism (body
temperature, body size, fur). Because bodytemperatures of beaver vary by less
than 2° C between active and restingphases, and fur is extremely dense,
overheating may contsrainterrestrial foraging activity. The model will enable us
to (i) predict the time courseof postulatedover-heatingevents and (ii) link
terrestrial foraging time with ambient weather conditions. I have used a
modificationof this model to examine the trade-off between body size and
insulationin a terrestrialarctic rodent (the collaredlemming Dicrostonyx
groenlandicus).

2. The second model estimates chambertemperature inside a beaver
retreat, based on soil properties,ambient temperatures (soil, water and air),
wind speeds, and insolation. Sub-adult beaver show little retreat-site fidelity in
summer. In winter, proximityto food cachedby the colony seems to be the
predominant influence on site selection, overridingthermal considerations.
Calculation of expected thermal properties for differenttypes of retreat sites
allows quantitativeassessment of the tradeoffs involvedin thermal- versus food-
based decision.

3. The third model incorporatesmicroclimateeffects into descriptionsof
optimal time allocationalong a foraging path. The original model, developed by
Arditi and Daracogna (1989; Am. Nat.) showsstepwise terminationof a foraging
bout as a functionof food density;it has been shown to be a general case of
Charnov's marginal-valuetheorem for patch choice. I tested the model with
observationson beaver foraging on the aquatic plant Brasenia schreiberi. My
observations supported the qualitativepredictionsof the model, both withina
foraging session and over a season. However, quantitative responses were
extremely variable. Localweather conditions,especially wind, appeareu to
play an important role in both spatial and temporal responses of individuals;
further work is requiredto incorporateabioticfactors intothe model.
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Fig. 5. Schematic showing the relationship between the environment, the
organism and fitness components (adapted from Huey, 1990). The central
concept is that properties of the individual organism act as a Ufilter"by which
environmental variation is transduced to fitness. There are four major
environmental components: predation, demography, microclimate and habitat.
Predominant factors in the beaver system under study are habitat structure and
microclimate. Empirical aspects of short-term performance of individuals
considered in this field investigation are (1) thermoregulatory patterns
(physiology), and (2) foraging time allocation (behavior). The influence of major
feedback links (e.g. habitat selection as it mediates environment-individual

interactions) are examined by mathematical modeling.
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A. .. Beaver 9701, February 8, 1991 B. Beaver #701, November 24, 1990
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Fig. 6. Bodytemperaturepatternsof beaverduring(A) freezeup(notrend), (B)
freezeup(positivetimetrend)and (C) ice-freeseasons.
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• D. An evaluation of physiological properties and demographic
characteristics of the six-lined racerunner lizard (Cnemidophorus
sexlineatus) in southern Wisconsin. Joel Stein, graduate student

Specific aims. The major goal of this project isto characterize the biophysical,
life historical,and populationecologyof Cnemidophorus sexlineatus in
Wisconsin. The data I proposeto collect, along with data from parallel studies
of C. sexlineatus in other partsof the country,willbe used to constructcomputer
simulationsto model the effects of climate change on individualenergy budgets
and population dynamics.

Background and significance. Many scenarios of climate change predict
differences in global temperature and cloud cover that are similarto present day
differences associated with elevation or latitude. For example, average monthly
temperatures and active season lengthsincrease as one moves southward. By
studying how animals are affected by environmentalconditionsalong
geographical gradients, one may predict how they will respond to changing
climatic conditions. Lizards are ideal organismsfor such studies because they
are ectothermic, and their activityand energy budgetsare sensitiveto
environmentalvariation. In particular,almost every aspect of lizard ecology is
directCyaffected by temperature.

My work addresses the consequences of temperature for energetics,
growth and reproductionin the six-lined racerunner Cnemidophorus
sexl/neatus. Althoughthisspecies has been studied in much of its broad
geographic range, little is known of its ecology in Wisconsin, the northern limit
of its distribution. The short growingseason in Wisconsin imposes limitations
on activitytime, which inturn is likelyto affect otheraspects of their ecology
(e.g., growth, reproductionand mortality).

Northern and southernpopulationsof C. sexlineatus experience different
climates (Fig. 9), and showdifferentactivitypatterns. Wisconsinlizards emerge
from hibernation in mid-May, abouttwo months later than lizardsin the south.
Immediately after emerging in the spring, lizards begin replenishing lost
overwinter stores. Females begin to provisioneggs with yolk, and males begin
to produce sperm. At bothsites, adults retreat into burrowsin mid-August. The
total adult activityseason in Wisconsin is only three months long, which restricts
their reproductionto one clutchper summer, versustwo in South Carolina. The
activityseason for hatchlings is several monthsshorter in Wisconsin, delaying
maturityand postponingfirst reproductionuntil year 2.

Populations in warm and coolenvironmentsare likely to have different
patterns of energy acquisitionand expenditure. Cooler spring temperatures in
Wisconsin limitdaily activitytime, which may reduce their rate of resource
assimilation relative to southernpopulations. In contrast,during the warmer
summer months, activitytime in Wisconsinis probablygreater than in South
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Carolina, as the higher temperatures in the south curtail midday activity.
Southern lizards may therefore experience higher metabolic rates during
inactivity, resultingin greater energy expenditure relative to northern
populations. Thus, both energy acquisitionand energy expenditure are likely to
be lower in Wisconsin, due to both the direct and indirect effects of temperature.

I will examine physiological traits related to energy budgets and to
organismal function at different temperatures. Traits to be examined include (1)
locomotor performance and resource assimilation at lower body temperatures,
(2) conservation of stored resources at higher inactive temperatures, and (3)
resource allocation to growtil and storage in hatchlings. Once sufficient
quantitative data are available, I will then compare patterns of resource
allocation (to growth, storage, and reproduction) with other populations farther
south.

Progress report. This study was initiated in the summer of 1991 by
establishing a marked population of 135 individuals in a sand prairie area near
Spring Green, Wisconsin. Snout-vent length and mass were recorded for
calculation of growth rates. Reproductive condition and amount of food in the
gut were also noted. Periodically (approximately every three weeks) lizards
were brought back to the lab where resting metabolic rate was measured, to
construct a metabolic profile over the course of the active season.

Yearlings captured at the beginning of the summer were the same size
as hatchlings captured at the end of the summer. This suggests that hatchlings
devote most of their energy to storage (rather than growth) in their brief activity
season. If they survive the first winter, they do most of their growing as
yearlings, approximately doubling in size. Reproductive output was lower than
expected, based on the limited literature on C. sexlineatus populations in
Wisconsin. However, this may be due to weather variation between summers.

Experimental design and methods. A groupof lizards collectedat the
Wisconsin site are being maintained in the lab. Over the course of the year, the
following physiologicaltraits will be measured:

1. Digestive performance. We will examine the temperature dependence
of digestive efficiencyand food passage time through the gut. The abundance
of insectsat the site suggeststhat energyacquisitionis process limited rather
than resource limited. This means that resourceassimilationdepends not on
the quantityof food available, but onthe rate and efficiency of digestive
physiology, in combinationwith the temporalpattern of body temperatures.

2. Locomotor performance. We will examine the thermal dependence of
sprint speed and endurance, by runningthe lizards on a high-speed treadmill at
different body temperatures. This will show whether runningperformance is
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significantly impaired by the lower body temperatures early and late in the
season.

3. Water loss. Evaporativewater loss willbe examined by placing the
lizards in a wind tunnel and measuring the rate of change in mass. Water loss
may be a limitationto activityunder hot, dryconditions.

4, FiQI_Iwork. We will constructhollow-bodycopper models of C.
sexlineatus for use next summer. When placed where the lizards perch and
forage, these models will provideaccurate estimatesof the environmental
temperatures experienced by lizards. This will allow us to quicklyand
accurately characterize thermal microclimates. This technique has been
successfullyused inthe past by other membersof this lab.

Next summer's fieldwork will be the same as last's (recordingsnout-vent
length, mass, reproductivecondition,and amountof food in the gut), to refine
patterns and clarifyvariationbetween years. We will concentrate on obtaining
repeated measures on the same individualsfromthe previous year. Overwinter
resource depletion and mortalitywill be examined. Field metabolic rates will be
_stimated using doubly labeled water. This will test for differences intotal
metabolic expenditure (active + inactive) between Wisconsin lizards and those
further south. Subtractingoutthe restingmetabolicrate (measured in the lab)
fromtotal metabolic expenditures (measured in the field) will allow an estimate
of activity expenditure. If time permits, we willbegin to investigatea critically
underexploredstage inthe lizard lifehistory-- the egg stage. We will capture
gravid females and inducethem to lay eggs in the lab, and examine
temperature and water conditionsnecessary for optimal egg development.
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, E. An analysis of the effects of habitat fragmentation and climatic change on
disjunct reptile populations. Charles Curtin,graduate ,_tudent

Specific Aims. I planto studythe ecology of three species:the six-lined
racerunner lizard (Cnemidophorus sexlineatus), the ornate box turtle
(Terrapene omata omata), and the western slender glass lizard (Ophisaurus
attenuatus). My research addresses the question:Given present-day habitat
limitationsand predictedfluctuationsin climate, can populationsof these
reptiles persist in Wisconsin?

This problem will be approached by tv_.., ins: (1], through determining
both the spatial and physical limitations encountered by these species, the
combined effects of climatic change and habitat fragmentation can be
addressed to determine the probability of extinction of populations, and (2) by
comparing population sizes as a function of local climate, I will evaluate
potential changes in density fotiowing climatic shifts.

Background and Significance. While human actionsthrough landscape
fragmentation may decrease a species' range, habitat, or populationsize, it is
ultimatelystochasticevents such as disease or shiftsin climatewhich cause the
demise of many species or populations. Most conservationstudies have failed
to address both the ecologicaland the physicallimitsfacing species. This
research will use approaches from both populationand biophysical ecology to
understand the ecological limits facing species and their populations.

Reptile species were selected because of their sensitivity to habitat
fragmentation and the relative ease with which their biophysicalecology can be
modeled. In Wisconsinthe three species of interest,box turtles, glass lizards,
and racerunner lizards, exist at the northern extreme of wide geographical
ranges. They are dry prairie and savanna specialists with populations primarily
relegated to disjunct patches of remnant native habitat (Vogt, 1981). Although
these species exist in similar habitats, ali three are segregated spatially with few
of the populations overlapping. Though not globally threatened, both the box
turtle and the glass lizard are listed as endangered in Wisconsin.

Climatic change can affect species by modifying the spatial or
physiological limitations facing populations. The effects of spatial change
(habitat fragmentation) on species or populations has been well documented in
the literature. Theories predicting a relationship between changes irl spatial
area and population size or species diversity have become the basis for much
of the current understanding of conservation biology.

The impact of habitat fragmentation has been well Jocumented for a
variety of vertebrate populations. Ambuel and Temple (1983) recorded the
effects of habitat fragmentation by demonstrating a decline in Wisconsin forest
interiorbird species. Temple and Carey (1988) examined some of the
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• mechanisms responsible for the demise of these species. This study showed
that impaired reproduction alone was enough to cause steep population
declines and that without immigration from other regions the populations were
likely to go locally extinct. Soule et al. (1988) have recorded the loss of birds
from islands of chaparral habitat surrounded by urban sprawl in southern
California. In Soule's studies, body size and population densities were found to
be major indicators of the likelihood of species extinction. Bolger et al. (in
review), in a continuation of Soule's work on chaparral canyons, have found that
the size of the chaparral habitat, and the period of time in which the habitat has
been isolated, are significant predictors of the number of native species found
on the site.

Relatively less work has been done on reptile populations.Because of
their iow dispersal rates, reptiles shouldbe highlysensitive to habitat
fragmentation (Temple, pers. comm.). Initial work in California chaparral
habitats indicatesthat reptilesare extremely sensitive to habitat fragmentation
(Soule, pers. comm.).

Studies by Tinkle indicatethat paintedturtles in Michigan are significantly
affected by edge effects with severe populationdecreases recorded (Tinkle et
al., 1981). Wisconsinstudies of box turtles indicatethat fragmentationand
edge effects are having a significantimpacton these reptile populations.
Temple (1987) found highernest mortalityin box turtle clutches located close to
edges. The increasingfragmentationof their habitat mekes itdifficultor
impossiblefor the turtles to lay eggs away from an edge. Doroff and Kieth
(1988) noted highadult box turtle mortalitynear human habitation,apparently
as a resultof the fragmentationof their habitat.

Relatively les_,_is known about the effects of fragmentationon lizard
populations. Richman et al. (1988) examinedthe extinction rates of isolated
reptile species on islands. Human activitieson isolated islandswere found to
increase extinction rates. Studies in Arizona are indicatingsignificantedge
effects on lizard populationsin the Saguaro National Monument outside Tucson
(Temple, pers. comm.).

Few researchers have addressedthe effects of climaticchange on reptile
species. Work by EIIner and Karasov (MS) indicatessignificantchanges in
populationdensities and habitat requirementsof Box Turtles across a
latitudinal-climaticgradient. Grant and Porter (1991) established correlations
between reproductiveoutput and climaticvariation.These studies support
models indicatingclimate as a major variableaffecting the viabilityof
populations.

While it is well established that climaticchange can greatly alter
available habitat and populationdynamics (Grant and Dunham, 1990; Porter,
1988), the effects of physical constraintsand climaticchange have been largely
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• neglected in analysis of habitat fragmentation. Traditional ecological and
population biologicalapproaches often fall short of providing a sound
understandingof the limitationsfacing species. Integratingthe analysis of
physical and spatial limitationscan yield a more predictiveand mechanistic
understandingof the processesassociated with habitat fragmentation and
species extinction.

C. Progress Report/Prelirninary Studies. Initialwork on Wisconsin reptiles in
the summer of 1990 soughtto determine the size and viabilityof current
populations of the racerunner lizards,box turtles, and glass lizards. I reviewed
published data and found them to be inadequate for determiningthe viabilityof
current populations (Curtin, 1990). An understandingof the physiological limits
facing the reptile species and the effectsof future climateshifts on both the
species and their habitats was considered essential for estimating the viability
of current populations.

Current research addresses several assumptionsabout Wisconsin
reptile populations. Work cited earlier by Ambuel and Temple and Carey and
Temple, on forest birds,and Doroff and Keithon box turtles, support the
assumptions that (1) individualpopulationsof Wisconsinreptiles are disjunct
and therefore individualpopulationsare isolated,and (2) the habitats inhabited
by these animals are not large or diverse enoughto support viable populations.
To establish that box turtles, glass lizards,and racerunner populationsare
isolated, and that their habitats are small and not very heterogeneous, one
needs to know the locationsof populationsand species habitat requirements.

At present a systematicinventoryof ali racerunner, glass lizard, and box
turtle populations is being carried out in collaborationwith Gary Casper of the
Milwaukee Public Museum. Soil, vegetation,and habitat type are being
examined to determine correlationsbetween current locations of lizard
populationsand these physicalfactors. This informationon the spatial limitsof
these reptile populationswilldetermine the ecologicalbounds of species and
populations as background for future biophysicalstudies.

Experimental Design and Methods.

(1) Given predicted climaticchange carl current ooi;)ulationsof
racerunner lizards, olass lizards, and box s o i o This work will contrast
measures of the physiological constraints outlined in previous papers (Porter,
1989), with ecological and spatial parameters to estimate the likelihood of
extinction of these species populations. If predicted climatic changes push
Wisconsin reptile populations beyond the bounds of their physiological
constraints, or if climatic changes eliminate or reduce these species' habitats,
the populations will probably go extinct.
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• ' Using climatic models (to be developed in this lab), shifts in plant
community composition will be estimated (using published data), by comparing
current plant communities with existing natural plant communities in
environments comparable to those predicted in the climatic model. By
contrasting current available habitat with predicted changes in plant community
composition, available habitat will be estimated for four populations of each
species.

Using doubly labeled water and biophysical models developed in this
lab (Porter, 1989), growth and reproductive potentialwill be estimated for
present populations and future populationsunder altered climatic conditions.

Through contrastinghabitat availabilitywith an understanding of
biophysical limitations,the likelihoodof extinctionunder present and future
climatic conditionswill be determined.

(2) Do changes in climate modifyDoDulationdensities, rang_, or habitat
requirements? I will compare northern and southern populations of ali three
species. By comparing populations of a single species across a range of
latitudes inferences can be drawn about how changes in climate can cause
shifts in population densities and spatial requirements. These shifts in habitat
requirements and density associated with regions of varying climate can yield
predictions about how species and their habitats will respond to climatic
change.

Using field measures of operational environmental temperature (using
hollow copper models), by comparing measurements taken on Wisconsin
populations with data published for southern populations, changes in potential
daily activity time will be examined across latitudinal gradients. Changes in
home range size and population density across latitudinal gradients will also be
investigated. An understanding of these environmental, biophysical, and
population changes can provide important insights into how these reptiles may
respond to climatic change. Research on box turtles will rely primarily on
existing published data. Work on racerunners and glass lizards will be based
on a combination of Wisconsin field data to be collected by this lab and
published data from southern populations.
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